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Quantum entanglement and coherence are two fundamental resources for quantum information
processing. Recent results clearly demonstrate their relevance in quantum technological tasks, includ-
ing quantum communication and quantum algorithms. In this Letter we study the role of quantum
coherence for quantum state redistribution, a fundamental task where two parties aim to relocate a
quantum particle by using a limited amount of quantum communication and shared entanglement.
Weprovide general bounds for the resource rates required for this process, and show that these bounds
are tight under additional reasonable constraints, including the situation where the receiving party
cannot use local coherence. While entanglement cannot be directly converted into local coherence
in our setting, we show that entanglement is still useful for local coherence creation if an additional
quantum channel is provided, and the optimal protocol for local coherence creation for any given
amount of quantum communication and shared entanglement is presented. We also discuss possible
extensions of our methods to other scenarios where the receiving party is limited by local constraints,
including theories of thermodynamics and asymmetry.
Introduction. Recent advances in quantum technol-
ogy clearly demonstrate the power of quantumphenom-
ena for technological applications. An important exam-
ple is quantum key distribution [1, 2], which allows for
provably secure communication between distant parties
by using quantum entanglement [3–5], a type of correla-
tionswhich does not exist in classical physics. Recent ex-
periments demonstrate first satellite-based quantumkey
distribution, which uses entanglement established be-
tween Earth and a low-Earth-orbit satellite [6, 7]. These
developments suggest that quantum technology will be
part of our daily life within the next years.
While quantum entanglement is one of the most im-
portant resources for quantum technologies, several
quantum technological applications are not based on
the presence of entanglement, but require other types
of nonclassicality. An important example is quantum
coherence, which arises from superposition principle of
quantum mechanics. In the last years a full resource
theory of quantum coherence has been developed [8–
10], which allows for rigorous investigation of coherence
for quantum technological tasks, including such funda-
mental applications as quantum algorithms [11, 12] and
quantum metrology [13, 14].
As any quantum resource theory, also the resource
theories of coherence and entanglement are based on
the notion of free states and free operations. Free states
are quantum states which can be prepared without ad-
ditional cost. In entanglement theory these are separable
states, i.e., convex combinations of product states. In co-
herence theory free states are quantum states which are
diagonal in a certain basis: the particular choice of the
basis depends on the specific problem under study, and
is usually justified by the unavoidable decoherence [15].
Free operations are transformations which can be per-
formed without consumption of resources. In entan-
glement theory this set is known as local operations and
classical communication. In coherence theory this set is
usually identified with incoherent operations: these are
quantum measurements which do not create coherence
for individual measurement outcomes [8]. Incoherent
operations admit an incoherent Kraus decomposition
ΛIO[ρ] =
∑
i
KiρK
†
i , (1)
where each of the Kraus operators Ki cannot create co-
herence individually. Other families of free operations
for entanglement and coherence theory have also been
studied in the literature [5, 10].
It has been recently recognized that both – entangle-
ment and coherence – are useful resources for quan-
tum communication. Long-distance entanglement is re-
quired to enable the parties to exchange quantumbits via
teleportation [16–19] in the first place. Additional use of
local coherence can potentially reduce the amount of
entanglement in the protocol, when compared to the sit-
uation where no local coherence is available. This effect
has been demonstrated for quantum state merging [20–
22], where two parties – Alice and Bob – aim to merge
their shares of a quantum state on Bob’s side while pre-
serving correlationswith the environment. If Bob has no
access to local coherence, the procedure requires shared
entanglement at rate [22]
S(A|B)ρ = S(ρAB) − S(ρB), (2)
which corresponds to the conditional entropy of the state
ρ = ρAB. Here, S(ρ) = −Tr[ρ log2 ρ] is the von Neumann
entropy and
ρX =
∑
i
|i〉〈i|XρX|i〉〈i|X (3)
2denotes complete dephasing of a (possibly multipar-
tite) system X in the incoherent basis. Local coher-
ence allows to reduce the consumption of entangle-
ment: in the optimal situation the required entanglement
rate corresponds to the conditional entropy of the state
ρ = ρAB [20, 21]
S(A|B)ρ = S(ρAB) − S(ρB). (4)
This result admits an operational interpretation even if
the conditional entropy is negative: in this case quantum
state merging can be achieved without entanglement,
and additional singlets are gained at rate −S(A|B)ρ.
In this Letter we study the role of shared entangle-
ment and local coherence for quantum state redistribu-
tion, which is another fundamental protocol for quan-
tum communication [23, 24]. If not stated otherwise,
we assume the asymptotic i.i.d. setting throughout this
work. Before we present the main results, we recall the
definition and aim of quantum state redistribution in the
following.
Quantum state redistribution. In the task of quantum
state redistribution Alice, Bob, and a referee share a total
pure state |ψ〉RABC, where Alice initially holds the parti-
clesAC and Bob holds the particle B. The aim of the task
is to send the particle C from Alice to Bob in such a way
that the overall state |ψ〉 remains intact. For achieving
this, Alice and Bob can use quantum communication at
rate Q and singlets at rate E. This task was first intro-
duced in [23, 24], and it has been shown that the process
is possible if and only if
Q ≥ 1
2
I(C :R|B), (5a)
Q + E ≥ S(C|B), (5b)
with the quantum conditional mutual information
I(C :R|B) = S(R|B) − S(R|CB). (6)
The result in Eqs. (5) can thus be seen as the first opera-
tional interpretation of the quantum conditional mutual
information [23, 24].
Note that in contrast to many other quantum commu-
nication tasks – such as quantum state merging [20, 21]
– classical communication is not free in the setting con-
sidered here. In general, quantum communication is
morepowerful than shared entanglement: Alice andBob
can establish one singlet between each other by sending
one qubit, but they cannot use singlets (without classi-
cal communication) for exchanging qubits. Special cases
of interest are the fully quantum Slepian-Wolf task and
quantum state splitting [25]. The former arises if Alice
lacks side information, i.e., for total states of the form
|ψ〉RBC ⊗ |φ〉A. Correspondingly, quantum state splitting
arises if Bob has no side information, i.e., for total states
of the form |ψ〉RAC ⊗ |φ〉B.
Quantum state redistribution and local coherence. In
standard quantum state redistribution [23, 24] both par-
ties, Alice and Bob, have access to local quantum coher-
ence at no cost, i.e., they can perform arbitrary quantum
operations locally. This is the main difference to the sce-
nario considered in this Letter: here we study the situa-
tion where Bob has restricted access to local coherence.
In more detail, we assume that Alice has access to arbi-
trary quantum operations locally, while Bob is restricted
to local incoherent operations, see Eq. (1) for their defini-
tion. Additionally, Bob is providedwith local maximally
coherent qubits
|+〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉 + |1〉) (7)
at rate C, thus potentially allowing Bob to performmore
general operations locally. In fact, Bob can implement
an arbitrary n-qubit quantum operation locally if he has
access to local incoherent operations and n additional
maximally coherent qubits [26, 27]. We consider resource
triples (Q,E,C), where C denotes the rate of local coher-
ence at Bob’s side.
Having introduced the general setting, it is in-
strumental to compare it to the framework of local
quantum-incoherent operations and classical communication
(LQICC) [28, 29]. In this framework, Alice can perform
arbitrary quantum operations locally, while Bob is re-
stricted to local incoherent operations, and both parties
can exchange their measurement outcomes via classical
communication, which is provided for free in this setting.
In the LQICC scenario entanglement is a more powerful
resource than coherence, as via LQICC operations one
singlet can be converted into one maximally coherent
qubit on Bob’s side [28]. Without classical communi-
cation the situation changes significantly: it is not pos-
sible to convert singlets into maximally coherent states
on Bob’s side if no further communication is provided.
However, as wewill see in Theorem 1 below, singlets are
still useful for local coherence extraction in the presence
of an additional quantum channel.
In the following we will make use of the relative en-
tropy of coherence [8]
Rc(ρ) = min
σ∈I
S(ρ||σ), (8)
where I denotes the set of incoherent states. The rela-
tive entropy of coherence admits the closed expression
Rc(ρ) = S(ρ) − S(ρ) and coincides with the distillable co-
herence of the state ρ, i.e., the optimal rate for asymptotic
extraction of maximally coherent qubits via incoherent
operations [9].
Equipped with these tools we are now in position to
prove the following Theorem. Here, q, e, and c denote
absolute numbers of exchanged qubits, shared singlets,
and local maximally coherent qubits on Bob’s side [30].
3Theorem 1. If Alice and Bob share e singlets, by sending q
additional qubits from Alice to Bob it is possible to establish
c = q +min{e, q} (9)
maximally coherent qubits on Bob’s side. For fixed q and e this
amount of coherence is maximal.
Proof. We first study the case e ≤ q. We will now prove
that there exists a protocol for establishing q + e maxi-
mally coherent qubits on Bob’s side. For this, we recall
that Alice can perform arbitrary quantum operations lo-
cally. Since allmaximally entangled states are related via
local unitaries on one party only, this means that Alice
can bring all shared singlets into the form
|ψ〉AB = 1√
2
(|0〉A|+〉B + |1〉A|−〉B) (10)
withmaximally coherent states |±〉 = (|0〉±|1〉)/√2. Alice
can now send her parts of all the singlets to Bob, which
requires e qubits of quantum communication. Bob –who
is now holding e copies of the state |ψ〉 – can convert each
copy into the state |+〉|+〉 by applying an incoherent uni-
tary locally. This proves that by using e shared singlets
and sending e qubits from Alice to Bob, it is possible
to establish 2e maximally coherent qubits at Bob’s side.
Alice now uses the remaining q − e qubits of quantum
communication for sending q − e maximally coherent
qubits to Bob. The final number of maximally coherent
qubits that Bob obtains in this way is q + e, as claimed.
We will now show that the protocol presented above
is optimal, i.e., it is not possible to establish more than
q + e maximally coherent qubits on Bob’s side. This can
be proven by contradiction, assuming that some proto-
cols achieves c > q + e by using e shared singlets and
sending q qubits from Alice to Bob. It is now crucial to
note that teleportation of one qubit from Alice to Bob
is possible by using LQICC operations and one shared
singlet [29]. Thus, the above assumption leads to the
conclusion that e′ = q + e singlets together with LQICC
operations can be used to establish c > e′ maximally co-
herent qubits at Bob’s side, which is a contradiction to
the results presented in [28].
To complete the proof, we will consider the case e >
q. The protocol for establishing 2q maximally coherent
states at Bob’s side is the same as above, i.e., Alice uses q
qubits to send her parts of qmaximally entangled states
to Bob, who can then locally convert each copy into the
state |+〉|+〉 via local incoherent unitary. It remains to
show that this protocol is optimal. This is a consequence
of Lemma 1 in SupplementalMaterial, which shows that
Bob’s local relative entropy of coherence Rc cannot grow
more than 2 log2 d if a particle of dimension d is sent
from Alice to Bob. Thus, by sending q qubits from Alice
to Bob, Bob’s local relative entropy of coherence cannot
grow more than 2q, which implies that c ≤ 2q. This
completes the proof of the Theorem. 
Wewill now go back to the main problem of quantum
state redistribution and discuss several important cases,
startingwith the fully quantum Slepian-Wolf task. Here,
Alice, Bob, and the referee initially share a total state of
the form |ψ〉RBC ⊗ |φ〉A, and the particle C is sent from
Alice to Bob. The theorem below provides a bound on
the resource triple (Q,E,C) required for performing state
redistribution in this setting.
Theorem 2. A necessary condition for achieving quantum
state redistribution from Alice to Bob for a state |ψ〉RBC⊗ |φ〉A
is that
Q + E + C ≥ S(ρBC) − S(ρB). (11)
Proof. As was shown in [22], the following condition is
necessary for quantum statemerging of the state |ψ〉RBC⊗
|φ〉A via LQICC operations:
E + C ≥ S(ρBC) − S(ρB). (12)
Assume now – by contradiction – that there is a quantum
state redistribution protocol operating with a resource
tripe (Q,E,C) violating Eq. (11). Then, due to results pre-
sented in [22, 29], there exists an LQICC protocol which
achieves quantum state merging by using entanglement
at rate E′ = Q + E and local coherence at Bob’s side at
rate C′ = C. The proof is complete by noting that the
resource pair (E′,C′) violates Eq. (12). 
The result in Theorem 2 provides a general lower
bound on the resource rates required for quantum state
redistribution without side information on Alice’s side.
We will now go one step further by giving the optimal
quantum communication rate Q required for quantum
state redistribution under the assumption that Alice and
Bob only use forward quantumcommunication, andBob
applies local incoherent operations without any local co-
herence, i.e., C = 0.
Theorem 3. Quantum state redistribution with forward
quantum communication at rate Q and without local coher-
ence on Bob’s side is possible if and only if
Q ≥ 1
2
{
I(C :R|B) + Rc(ρBC) − Rc(ρB)
}
. (13)
We refer to Supplemental Material for the proof. After
the particle C is transferred, the local resource (coher-
ence) that Bob has is Rc(ρ
BC) whereas the resource he
started with is Rc(ρ
B). Hence, the process requires ad-
ditional [Rc(ρ
BC) − Rc(ρB)]/2 qubits of communication,
on top of I(C :R|B)/2 qubits of communication which is
needed if Bob has no local restrictions.
We will now demonstrate the power of the above re-
sults on specific examples. If both, Alice and Bob, lack
side information, Theorem 3 reduces to
Q ≥ 1
2
{
S(ρC) + S(ρC)
}
. (14)
4This scenario can be regardedas an incoherent version of
Schumacher compression [31],where thedecompression
stage is restricted to incoherent operations. The result in
Eq. (14) should be compared to the standardSchumacher
compression rate S(ρC) [31], and to the minimal singlet
rate for state merging via LQICC operations in this set-
ting, which is given by S(ρC) [22]. Remarkably, the right-
hand side of Eq. (14) is in general below the optimal
LQICC singlet rate S(ρ). This is due to the fact that apart
from quantum communication at rate {S(ρC) + S(ρC)}/2
state redistribution also consumes additional singlets.
To make this comparison more explicit, consider the
situationwhere the transmitted particleC is amaximally
coherent qubit ρC = |+〉〈+|C, not correlated with Alice or
Bob. Due to Eq. (14), it follows that – in the presence
of additional singlets – Alice can send this state to Bob
by using quantum communication at rate Q = 1/2. This
is indeed achieved by using the same method as in the
proof of Theorem 1: Alice first brings all singlets into the
form (10) via suitable local unitaries, and then sends her
half of the singlets to Bob. After performing an incoher-
ent unitary locally, Bob obtains two maximally coherent
qubits for each qubit of quantum communication. How-
ever, if Alice and Bob are restricted to LQICC operations,
they will need singlets at rate E = 1 for sending the state
ρC = |+〉〈+|C [28].
For the fully quantum Slepian-Wolf task Theorem 3
reduces as follows:
Q ≥ 1
2
{
I(C :R) + Rc(ρ
BC) − Rc(ρB)
}
. (15)
Correspondingly, for quantum state splitting we obtain
Q ≥ 1
2
{
I(C :R) + Rc(ρ
C)
}
. (16)
We will discuss these results in more detail in the next
section.
Quantum state redistribution with entanglement-
assisted classical communication. A fundamental re-
sult in quantum information theory is the fact that one
qubit can transfer two bits of classical information by
consuming an additional singlet, a phenomenon also
known as superdense coding [32]. On the other hand, two
bits of classical communication together with one singlet
can be used to teleport one qubit [16], see also [33] and
references therein.
Note that both – superdense coding and teleportation
– can be performed by using only incoherent operations
on the recipient’s side. Thus, Theorem 3 implies that
I (C :R|B) + Rc(ρBC) − Rc(ρB) is the minimal forward clas-
sical communication rate in the presence of additional
singlets and in the absence of coherence on Bob’s side.
Together with Eq. (15), this implies that the fully quan-
tum Slepian-Wolf task requires forward classical com-
munication at rate I(C : R) + Rc(ρ
BC) − Rc(ρB), if Bob is
restricted to local incoherent operations locally. This
should be compared to the classical communication rate
for standard quantum state merging, given by the mu-
tual information I(C : R) [20, 21]. Thus, the increase of
the classical communication rate due to restrictions on
Bob’s side is given by the increase of Bob’s local coher-
ence: Rc(ρ
BC)−Rc(ρB). Correspondingly, due to Eq. (16),
the forward classical communication rate for quantum
state splitting is given by I(C : R) + Rc(ρ
C), again under
the assumption that Bob uses only incoherent operations
locally and that additional singlets are available.
These results can be extended to other scenarios,
where Bob’s local operations are not necessarily inco-
herent. In particular, if Bob can swap local particles for
free, then there is an optimal protocol for quantum state
splitting which uses only swap operations on Bob’s side,
again under the constraint that Bob has no further local
resource available and that shared entanglement is pro-
vided [34]. Apart from the resource theory of coherence
discussed in this Letter, this result covers other settings
where Bob has local restrictions in his lab, including
the resource theories of thermodynamics [35, 36], pu-
rity [37, 38], and asymmetry [39, 40]. We refer to the
Supplemental Material for the proof and more details.
Conclusions. In this Letter we have studied the role of
local coherence for quantum state redistribution, assum-
ing in particular that the receiving party can only use
local incoherent operations for free. We have studied
the interplay of the quantum communication rateQ, the
singlet rate E, and the rate of local coherence C in this
scenario, and proved several important results.
In the absence of quantum communication, entangle-
ment cannot be converted into local coherence in this
setting. However, entanglement is still helpful in this
procedure if a quantum channel is available, and we
have presented the optimal protocol for local coherence
creation for any given amount of quantum communica-
tion and shared entanglement.
If Alice has no side information, we showed that the
sum of all the ratesQ+E+C in quantum state redistribu-
tion is bounded below by the conditional entropy of ρ,
the latter being the state ofAlice andBob after applying a
complete dephasing in the incoherent basis. Our results
further lead to the optimal quantum communication rate
if Bob is not using local coherence. Counterintuitively,
we showed that in some situations the distribution pro-
tocol requires less quantum communication, when com-
pared to the required amount of entanglement in the
presence of free classical communication. We also dis-
cussed important applications of these results, including
the incoherent versions of fully quantum Slepian-Wolf
task, quantum state splitting, and Schumacher compres-
sion. Some of our results also apply to more general
settings where Bob has other local restrictions, not nec-
essary arising from coherence theory.
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7SUPPLEMENTALMATERIAL
Appendix A: Preliminaries
Consider a finite dimensional Hilbert space H endowed with an inner product 〈·, ·〉 (In this paper, we only
consider finite dimensional Hilbert-spaces). The ℓ1 norm of an operator X on H is ‖X‖1 := Tr
√
X†X and ℓ2 norm is
‖X‖2 :=
√
TrXX†. A quantum state (or a density matrix or a state) is a positive semi-definite matrix onH with trace
equal to 1. It is called pure if and only if its rank is 1. A sub-normalized state is a positive semi-definite matrix onH
with trace less than or equal to 1. Let |ψ〉 be a unit vector onH , that is 〈ψ,ψ〉 = 1. With some abuse of notation, we
use ψ to represent the state and also the density matrix |ψ〉〈ψ|, associated with |ψ〉. Given a quantum state ρ on H ,
support of ρ, called supp(ρ) is the subspace ofH spanned by all eigen-vectors of ρ with non-zero eigenvalues.
A quantum register A is associated with some Hilbert spaceHA. Define |A| := dim(HA). Let L(A) represent the set
of all linear operators on HA. We denote by D(A), the set of quantum states on the Hilbert space HA. The set of
subnormalized states are represented by P(A). State ρ with subscript A indicates ρA ∈ D(A). If two registers A,B
are associated with the same Hilbert space, we shall represent the relation by A ≡ B. Composition of two registers
A and B, denoted AB, is associated with Hilbert space HA ⊗ HB. For two quantum states ρ ∈ D(A) and σ ∈ D(B),
ρ ⊗ σ ∈ D(AB) represents the tensor product (Kronecker product) of ρ and σ. The identity operator on HA (and
associated register A) is denoted IA.
Let ρAB ∈ D(AB). We define
ρB := TrAρAB :=
∑
i
(〈i| ⊗ IB)ρAB(|i〉 ⊗ IB),
where {|i〉}i is an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert spaceHA. The state ρB ∈ D(B) is referred to as the marginal state of
ρAB. Unless otherwise stated, a missing register from subscript in a state will represent partial trace over that register.
Given a ρA ∈ D(A), a purification of ρA is a pure state ρAB ∈ D(AB) such that TrBρAB = ρA. Purification of a quantum
state is not unique. Given two registers A and B, SEP(A : B) denotes the set of all separable states across A,B, that is,
the set of all states ρAB ∈ D(AB) such that ρAB =
∑
k pkρ
k
A
⊗ ρk
B
, where ρk
A
∈ D(A), ρk
B
∈ D(B) and∑k pk = 1.
A quantum map E : L(A) → L(B) is a completely positive and trace preserving (CPTP) linear map (mapping
states in D(A) to states in D(B)). A unitary operator UA : HA → HA is such that U†AUA = UAU†A = IA. An isometry
V :HA →HB is such that V†V = IA and VV† = IB. The set of all unitary operations on register A is denoted byU(A).
Definition 1. We shall consider the following information theoretic quantities. Reader is referred to [41–44] for many of these
definitions. Let ε ∈ (0, 1).
1. Fidelity For ρA, σA ∈ D(A),
F(ρA, σA)
def
= ‖√ρA
√
σA‖1.
For classical probability distributions P = {pi},Q = {qi},
F(P,Q)
def
=
∑
i
√
pi · qi.
2. Purified distance For ρA, σA ∈ D(A),
P(ρA, σA) =
√
1 − F2(ρA, σA).
3. ε-ball For ρA ∈ D(A),
Bε(ρA) def= {ρ′A ∈ D(A)| P(ρA, ρ′A) ≤ ε}.
4. Von-neumann entropy For ρA ∈ D(A),
S(ρA)
def
= −Tr(ρA log ρA).
85. Relative entropy For ρA, σA ∈ D(A) such that supp(ρA) ⊂ supp(σA),
D
(
ρA
∥∥∥σA) def= Tr(ρA log ρA) − Tr(ρA log σA).
6. Max-relative entropy For ρA, σA ∈ D(A) such that supp(ρA) ⊂ supp(σA),
Dmax
(
ρA
∥∥∥σA) def= inf{λ ∈ R : 2λσA  ρA}.
7. Hypothesis testing relative entropy For ρA, σA ∈ D(A),
DεH
(
ρA‖σA) def= sup
0ΠI,Tr(ΠρA)≥1−ε
log
(
1
Tr(ΠσA)
)
.
8. Restricted hypothesis testing relative entropy For ρA, σA ∈ P(A),
fDεH
(
ρA‖σA) def= sup
0ΠI,Π∈FE,Tr(ΠρA)≥1−ε
log
(
1
Tr(ΠσA)
)
.
If Tr(ρA) < 1 − ε, then we set Π = I.
9. Mutual information For ρAB ∈ D(AB),
I(A : B)ρ
def
= S(ρA) + S(ρB) − S(ρAB) = D(ρAB∥∥∥ρA ⊗ ρB) .
10. Conditional mutual information For ρABC ∈ D(ABC),
I(A : B |C)ρ def= I(A : BC)ρ − I(A : C)ρ .
We will use the following facts.
Fact 1 (Triangle inequality for purified distance, [43]). For states ρA, σA, τA ∈ D(A),
P(ρA, σA) ≤ P(ρA, τA) + P(τA, σA).
Fact 2 ([45]). (Stinespring representation) Let E(·) : L(A)→ L(B) be a quantum operation. There exists a register C and an
unitary U ∈ U(ABC) such that E(ω) = TrA,C
(
U(ω ⊗ |0〉〈0|B,C)U†
)
. Stinespring representation for a channel is not unique.
Fact 3 (Monotonicity under quantum operations, [46],[47]). For quantum states ρ, σ ∈ D(A), and quantum operation
E(·) : L(A)→ L(B), it holds that
‖E(ρ) − E(σ)‖1 ≤ ‖ρ − σ‖1 and F(E(ρ),E(σ)) ≥ F(ρ, σ) and D(ρ∥∥∥σ) ≥ D(E(ρ)∥∥∥E(σ)) .
In particular, for bipartite states ρAB, σAB ∈ D(AB), it holds that
‖ρAB − σAB‖1 ≥ ‖ρA − σA‖1 and F(ρAB, σAB) ≤ F(ρA, σA) and D(ρAB∥∥∥σAB) ≥ D(ρA∥∥∥σA) .
Fact 4 (Uhlmann’s Theorem [48]). Let ρA, σA ∈ D(A). Let ρAB ∈ D(AB) be a purification of ρA and σAC ∈ D(AC) be a
purification of σA. There exists an isometry V :HC →HB such that,
F(|θ〉〈θ|AB, |ρ〉〈ρ|AB) = F(ρA, σA),
where |θ〉AB = (IA ⊗ V)|σ〉AC.
Fact 5 (Gentle measurement lemma [49, 50]). Let ρ be a quantum state and 0  A  I be an operator. Then
F(ρ,
AρA
Tr(A2ρ)
) ≥
√
Tr(A2ρ).
9Fact 6 (Neumark’s Theorem). For any POVM {Ai}i∈I acting on a system S, there exists a unitary USP and an orthonormal
basis {|i〉P}i∈I such that for all quantum states ρS, we have
TrP
[
U†SP (IS ⊗ |i〉〈i|P)USP
(
ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|P)] = AiρSA†i .
Fact 7 (Convex split lemma [51, 52]). Let ρPQ ∈ D(PQ) and σQ ∈ D(Q) be quantum states such that supp(ρQ) ⊂ supp(σQ).
Let k
def
= infρ′
PQ
∈Bε(ρPQ) Dmax
(
ρ′
PQ
∥∥∥∥ρ′P ⊗ σQ). Define the following state
τPQ1Q2...Qn
def
=
1
n
n∑
j=1
ρPQ j ⊗ σQ1 ⊗ σQ2 . . . ⊗ σQ j−1 ⊗ σQ j+1 . . . ⊗ σQn
on n + 1 registers P,Q1,Q2, . . .Qn, where ∀ j ∈ [n] : ρPQ j = ρPQ and σQ j = σQ. For δ ∈ (0, 1) and n = ⌈ 2
k
δ ⌉, it holds that
F2(τPQ1Q2...Qn , τP ⊗ σQ1 ⊗ σQ2 . . . ⊗ σQn ) ≥ 1 − (
√
δ + 2ε)2.
Fact 8 ([53, 54]). Let ε ∈ (0, 1) and n be an integer. Let ρ⊗n, σ⊗n be quantum states. Define Φ(x) =
∫ x
−∞
e−t2/2√
2π
dt. It holds that
Dεmax
(
ρ⊗n
∥∥∥σ⊗n) = nD(ρ∥∥∥σ) + √nV(ρ∥∥∥σ)Φ−1(ε) +O(logn),
and
DεH
(
ρ⊗n‖σ⊗n) = nD(ρ∥∥∥σ) + √nV(ρ∥∥∥σ)Φ−1(ε) +O(logn).
Fact 9. For the function Φ(x) =
∫ x
−∞
e−t2/2√
2π
dt and ε ≤ 12 , it holds that |Φ−1(ε)| ≤ 2
√
log 12ε .
Proof. We have
Φ(−x) =
∫ −x
−∞
e−t
2/2
√
2π
dt =
∫ ∞
0
e−(−x−t)
2/2
√
2π
dt ≤ e−x2/2
∫ ∞
0
e−(−t)
2/2
√
2π
dt =
1
2
e−x
2/2.
Thus, Φ−1(ε) ≥ −2
√
log 12ε , which completes the proof. 
Fact 10 ([55]). Let ρ, σ be quantum states such that P(ρ, σ) ≤ ε. Let 0 ≤ Π ≤ I be an operator such that Tr(Πρ) ≥ 1− δ2. Then
Tr(Πσ) ≥ 1 − (2ε + δ)2. If δ = 0, then Tr(Πσ) ≥ 1 − ε2.
Fact 11 ([56, 57]). Let ρ be a quantum state and Π1,Π2, . . .Πk be projectors. Let Π
′
i
def
= I −Πi. Then
P
 Π
′
k
. . .Π′
2
Π′
1
ρΠ′
1
Π′
2
. . .Π′
k
Tr
(
Π′
k
. . .Π′
2
Π′
1
ρΠ′
1
Π′
2
. . .Π′
k
) , ρ
 ≤
∑
i
Tr(Πiρ)

1/4
.
Fact 12 (Fannes inequality [58]). Given quantum states ρ1, ρ2 ∈ D(HA), such that |A| = d and P(ρ1, ρ2) = ε ≤ 12e ,
|S(ρ1) − S(ρ2)| ≤ ε log(d) + 1.
Fact 13 ([59]). Let ρ, ρ′ ∈ D(HM) be the quantum states on register M with ‖ρ − ρ′‖1 := ε ≤ 13 . Let F ⊆ D(HM) be a convex
set. Then it holds that
| inf
σ∈F
D
(
ρ
∥∥∥σ) − inf
σ′∈F
D
(
ρ′
∥∥∥σ′) | ≤ ε (logM + inf
τ∈F
‖ log τ‖∞
)
+ ε log
1
ε
+ 4ε.
We have the following lemma for the resource theory of coherence.
Lemma 1. For any quantum state ρAB ∈ D(HAB) the following inequality holds:
Rc(ρ
AB) − Rc(ρB) ≤ 2 log2 |A|, (A1)
where Rc is the relative entropy of coherence.
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Proof. Recalling that the relative entropy of coherence admits the closed expression Rc(ρ) = S(ρ)−S(ρ), it follows that
Eq. (A1) is equivalent to
S(ρAB) − S(ρB) − S(ρAB) + S(ρB) ≤ 2 log2 dA.
The left-hand side of this inequality is a difference of two conditional entropies:
S(A|B)ρ − S(A|B)ρ ≤ 2 log2 dA
with the states ρ = ρAB and ρ = ρAB. In the final step, we note that for any state ρ the quantum conditional entropy
is bounded above and below as follows:
− log2 dA ≤ S(A|B)ρ ≤ log2 dA.
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Appendix B: Resource theory framework and our assumptions
We will use the definition of resource theory framework given in [60]. Informally, resource theory consists of the
set of free states F along with the free operations G that map free states on some register to free states to a possibly
different register. Let FE be the set of all operators 0  O  I such that the map
E(ρ) def= OρO ⊗ |0〉〈0|+
√
I −O2ρ
√
I −O2 ⊗ |1〉〈1|
belongs to G.
In our version of quantum state redistribution, Alice is allowed to perform arbitrary quantum operations, whereas
Bob is only allowed operations from G. Our protocol will have the property that Bob will perform measurement
using operators from FE.
R
A
C
B
|Ψ〉RABC
Referee
Alice Bob
R
A
B
C
ΦRABC
Referee
Alice Bob
Figure 1. The task of quantum state redistribution, where Alice needs to send her register C to Bob, with the requirement that
P(ΦRABC, |Ψ〉〈Ψ|RABC) ≤ ε, for some error parameter ε. Alice and Bob are allowed to have pre-shared entanglement. Bob is allowed
restricted set of operations.
Appendix C: An achievability bound on quantum state redistribution
Quantum state redistribution is the following coherent quantum task (see Figure 1). In this task, Alice, Bob and
Referee share a pure state |Φ〉RABC, with AC belonging to Alice, B to Bob and R to Referee. Alice needs to transfer the
register C to Bob, such that the final state Φ′
RABC
satisfies P(Φ′
RABC
,ΦRABC) ≤ ε, for a given ε ∈ (0, 1) which is the error
parameter. Alice and Bob are allowed to have pre-shared entanglement. Furthermore, Bob can perform operations
that belong to G. The communication from Alice to Bob is in the form of coherent classical bits [61]. We will refer to
these as cobits.
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Definition 2 (Quantum state redistribution). Fix an ε ∈ (0, 1). Consider the state |Φ〉RABC and let Alice (EA) and Bob (EB)
preshare an entangled state |θ〉EAEB such that θEB ∈ F . An (m, ǫ)-quantum state redistribution protocol consists of
• Alice’s encoding isometry E : L(ACEA)→ L(AMTA), and
• Bob’s decoding mapD : L(MBEB)→ L(BCTB) such thatD ∈ G.
Let the final state be
Φ′RABCTATB
def
= D ◦ E(ΦRABC ⊗ θEAEB ).
There exists a state σTATB such that
P(Φ′RABCTATB ,ΦRABC ⊗ σTATB) ≤ ε.
The number of cobits communicated is m = log |M|.
Following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 4 (Achievability bound). Fix ε1, ε2, γ ∈ (0, 1) and let σC ∈ F be a free quantum state. There exists an (m, 3ε1 +
ε2 + γ)- quantum state redistribution protocol for |Φ〉RABC for any m satisfying
m ≥ inf
Φ′∈Bε1(Φ)
Dmax
(
Φ′RBC
∥∥∥Φ′RB ⊗ σC) − fDε42H (ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC) + 2 log
(
2
ε1 · γ2
)
,
Proof. Let k
def
= infΦ′∈Bε1(Φ)Dmax
(
Φ′
RBC
∥∥∥Φ′
RB
⊗ σC
)
, δ
def
= ε2
1
and n
def
= ⌈ 2kδ ⌉. Let
b
def
= ⌈γ4 · 2fD
ε4
2
H
(ΦBC‖ΦB⊗σC)⌉
and ΠBC ∈ FE be the operator achieving the optimum in the definition of fDε
4
2
H
(
Φ′′
BC
‖Φ′′
B
⊗ σC
)
. Consider the state,
µRBC1...Cn
def
=
1
n
n∑
j=1
ΦRBC j ⊗ σC1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ σC j−1 ⊗ σC j+1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ σCn .
Note that ΦRB = µRB. Consider the following purification of µRBC1...Cn ,
|µ〉RBJL1...LnC1...Cn
=
1√
n
n∑
j=1
| j〉J|Φ˜〉RBAC j ⊗ |σ〉L1C1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ |σ〉L j−1C j−1 ⊗ |0〉L j ⊗ |σ〉L j+1C j+1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ |σ〉LnCn .
Here, ∀ j ∈ [n] : |σ〉L jC j is a purification of σC j and |Φ˜〉RBAC j is a purification of ΦRBC j . Consider the following protocol
P1.
1. Alice, Bob and Referee start by sharing the state |µ〉RBJL1...LnC1...Cn between themselves where Alice holds registers
JL1 . . .Ln, Referee holds the register R and Bob holds the registers BC1C2 . . .Cn.
2. Alice measures the register J coherently and obtains the outcome j ∈ [n]. She sends the integer ⌊( j − 1)/b⌋ to
Bob using ⌈log(n/b)⌉ cobits.
3. Bob swaps registers Cb·⌊( j−1)/b⌋+1,Cb·⌊( j−1)/b⌋+2, . . .Cb·⌊( j−1)/b⌋+b with the set of registers C1,C2, . . .Cb in that order.
• At this step of the protocol, the joint state in the registers RBAC1C2 . . .Cb is (see Figure 2)
µ
(2)
RBAC1C2...Cb
=
1
b
b∑
j=1
|Φ〉〈Φ|RBAC j ⊗ σC1 ⊗ . . . σC j−1 ⊗ σC j+1 ⊗ . . . σCb .
4. Bob performs the following quantum operation (which we label as PB).
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1
b
ΨRBAC1
⊗
σC2
⊗
⊗
⊗
σCb
+ 1b
σC1ΨRBAC2
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
σCb
+ 1b
ΨRBACb
σC1
⊗
σC2
⊗
⊗
⊗
Figure 2. Bob performs restricted hypothesis testing on the state µ(2)
RABC1C2 ...Cb
(depicted above). This is the state he obtains after
receiving Alice’s message.
(a) Initialize k := 1.
(b) While k ≤ b, do:
i. Measure registers BCk with the measurement {ΠBCk , I −ΠBCk}.
ii. If the outcome corresponds to ΠBCk , Swap Ck,C1. Else set k := k + 1 and go to Step (i).
5. Final state is obtained in the registers RABC1. We call it Φ
1
RBAC1
.
We have the following claim.
Claim 1. It holds that P(Φ1
RBAC1
,ΦRBAC1) ≤ ε2 + γ.
Proof. For brevity, set σ(− j) def= σC1 ⊗ . . . σC j−1 ⊗ σC j+1 ⊗ . . . σCb . Consider the projective measurement {ΠˆBCP, I − ΠˆBCP}
obtained by applying Neumark’s Theorem (Fact 6) to the measurement {ΠBC, I − ΠBC}. Introduce registers P1, . . .Pb
in the states |0〉〈0|P1 ⊗ . . . |0〉〈0|Pb and let P¯ := P1 . . .Pb. Let {ΠBCkPk , I −ΠBCkPk} be the projective measurement that acts
trivially on registers P1, . . .Pk−1,Pk+1, . . .Pk. Define
Mk
def
= ΠˆBCkPk(I − ΠˆBCk−1Pk−1) . . . (I − ΠˆBC1P1)
for k ≤ b and
Mb+1
def
= (I − ΠˆBCbPb) . . . (I − ΠˆBC1P1).
Observe that {Mk}bk=1 form a complete set of POVM elements. From Facts 11 and 6, we have that
P
(
|Φ〉〈Φ|RBACk ⊗ σ(−k) ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗bP ,Mk
(
|Φ〉〈Φ|RBACk ⊗ σ(−k) ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗bP
)
M†k
)
≤ ((k − 1) · Tr(ΠBCΦB ⊗ σC) + 1 − Tr(ΠBCΦBC))1/4
≤
(
b · 2−fD
ε4
2
H
(ΦBC‖ΦB⊗σC) + ε42
)1/4
≤ ε2 + γ.
This implies by triangle inequality for purified distance (Fact 1) that
P
(
1
b
∑
k
|Φ〉〈Φ|RBACk ⊗ σ(−k) ⊗ |k〉〈k| ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗bP ,
1
b
∑
k
Mk
(
|Φ〉〈Φ|RBACk ⊗ σ(−k) ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗bP
)
M†k ⊗ |k〉〈k|
)
≤ ε2 + γ.
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From Fact 6, the quantum state obtained after Bob’s operation is equal to
1
b
∑
k
TrP
(
Mk
(
|Φ〉〈Φ|RBACk ⊗ σ(−k) ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗bP
)
M†k
)
⊗ |k〉〈k|.
Thus, using Fact 3, Bob is able to obtain the quantum state
1
b
∑
k
|Φ〉〈Φ|RBACk ⊗ σ(−k) ⊗ |k〉〈k|
with high fidelity. Since Bob swaps register Ck with C1 upon obtaining the outcome k, which is a unitary operation
and hence does not change the fidelity, the desired claim follows. 
This shows that protocol P1 succeeds with fidelity squared as given in the claim. Nowwe proceed to construct the
actual protocol.
Consider the state,
ξRBC1...Cn
def
= ΦRB ⊗ σC1 . . . ⊗ σCn .
Let |θ〉L1...LnC1...Cn = |σ〉L1C1 ⊗ |σ〉L2C2 . . . |σ〉LnCn be a purification of σC1 ⊗ . . . σCn . Let
|ξ〉RABCL1...LnC1...Cn def= |Φ〉RABC ⊗ |θ〉L1...LnC1...Cn .
Using Claim 7 (variant of convex split lemma) and choice of n we have,
F2(ξRBC1...Cn , µRBC1...Cn) ≥ 1 − 9ε21.
Let |ξ′〉RBJL1...LnC1...Cn be a purification of ξRBC1...Cn (guaranteed by Uhlmann’s Theorem, Fact 4) such that,
F2(|ξ′〉〈ξ′|RBJL1...LnC1...Cn , |µ〉〈µ|RBJL1...LnC1...Cn ) = F2(ξRBC1...Cn , µRBC1...Cn) ≥ 1 − 9ε21.
Let V′ : ACL1 . . .Ln → JL1 . . .Ln be an isometry (guaranteed by Uhlmann’s Theorem, Fact 4) such that,
V′|ξ〉RABCL1...LnC1...Cn = |ξ′〉RBJL1...LnC1...Cn .
Consider the following protocol P.
1. Alice, Bob andReferee start by sharing the state |ξ〉RABCL1...LnC1...Cn between themselveswhereAlice holds registers
ACL1 . . .Ln, Referee holds the register R and Bob holds the registers BC1 . . .Cn. Note that |Ψ〉RABC is provided
as input to the protocol and |θ〉L1...LnC1...Cn is additional shared entanglement between Alice and Bob.
2. Alice applies isometry V′ to obtain state |ξ′〉RBJL1...LnC1...Cn , where Alice holds registers JL1 . . .Ln, Referee holds
the register R and Bob holds the registers BC1 . . .Cn.
3. Alice and Bob simulate protocol P1 from Step 2. onwards.
Error analysis: Let Φ′
RABC
be the output of protocol P. Since quantum maps (the entire protocol P1 can be viewed as
a quantum map from input to output) do not decrease fidelity (monotonicity of fidelity under quantum operation,
Fact 3), we have,
F2(Φ1RABC,Φ
′
RABC) ≥ F2(|ξ′〉〈ξ′|RBJL1...LnC1...Cn , |µ〉〈µ|RBJL1...LnC1...Cn) ≥ 1 − 9ε21.
This implies by Claim 1 and triangle inequality for purified distance (Fact 1) that F2(Φ′
RABC
,ΦRABC) ≥ 1− (3ε1+ε2+γ)2.
That is, Φ′
RABC
∈ B3ε1+ε2+γ (ΦRABC).
Communication cost: The number of cobits communicated by Alice to Bob in P is equal to the number of cobits
communicated in P1 and is upper bounded by:
⌈log(n/b)⌉ ≤ inf
Φ′∈Bε1(Φ)
Dmax
(
Φ′RBC
∥∥∥Φ′RB ⊗ σC) − fDε42H (ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC) + 2 log
(
2
ε1 · γ2
)
.
This completes the proof. 
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Appendix D: Achievability and converse for a class of resource theories
We simplify the expression for fDεH (ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC) when F corresponds to a certain class of resource theories that
contain a ‘collapsing map’ defined below.
Definition 3. Collapsing map: Fix a register R. A trace preserving map ∆R : L(R) → L(R) is said to be collapsing if for all
operator O ∈ L(R) satisfying 0  O  IR, ∆†R(O) ∈ FE. Furthermore, for registers R, S, we have ∆RS = ∆R ⊗ ∆S. The map
∆R is said to be surjective with respect to FE if for every Π ∈ FE, there exists a O ∈ L(R) satisfying 0  O  IR, such that
∆†
R
(O) = Π.
In the resource theory of coherence, the dephasing map (in a given basis) is a natural example of a collapsing map.
We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let ε ∈ (0, 1). Let F ,FE correspond to a resource theory that contains a collapsing map (Definition 3). It holds that
fDεH (ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC) ≥ DεH (∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC)) .
Furthermore, if ∆BC is surjective with respect to FE, then
fDεH (ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC) = DεH (∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC)) .
Proof. Let ΠBC be the operator achieving the optimum in the definition of D
ε
H
(∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC)). Consider
Tr(ΠBC∆BC(ρBC)) = Tr(∆
†
BC(ΠBC)ρBC) ≥ 1 − ε.
Furthermore, using the relation ∆BC = ∆B ⊗ ∆C as given in Definition 3,
2−D
ε
H
(∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB)⊗∆C(σC)) = Tr(ΠBC∆B(ρB) ⊗ ∆C(ρC))
= Tr(∆†BC(ΠBC)ρB ⊗ ρC) ≥ 2−fD
ε
H(ΦBC‖ΦB⊗σC),
where last inequality follows since ∆†
BC
(ΠBC) ∈ FE by assumption. This proves the first part.
The second part follows similarly. Let ΠBC be the operator that achieves the optimum in the definition of
fDεH (ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC). Since ΠBC ∈ FE, by the assumption that ∆BC is surjective, there exists an operator OBC such
that ∆†(OBC) = ΠBC. Thus,
Tr(OBC∆BC(ΦBC)) = Tr(∆
†(OBC)ΦBC) = Tr(ΠBCΦBC) ≥ 1 − ε,
and using ∆BC = ∆B ⊗ ∆C,
2−D
ε
H
(∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB)⊗∆C(σC)) ≤ Tr(OBC∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC))
= Tr(∆†BC(OBC)ΦB ⊗ σC) = Tr(ΠBCΦB ⊗ σC) = 2−fD
ε
H(ΦBC‖ΦB⊗σC).
This implies that
fDεH (ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC) ≤ DεH (∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC)) .
This completes the proof. 
Now, we can combine Theorem 4 (setting ε3 = 0, γ = ε2) and Lemma 2 to conclude the following corollary.
Corollary 1 (Achievability bound for resource theories with a collapsing map). Fix ε1, ε2 ∈ (0, 1) and let σC ∈ F be an
arbitrary quantum state. There exists an (m, 3ε1 + 2ε2) quantum state redistribution protocol for the state |Φ〉RACB for any m
that satisfies
m ≥ inf
Φ′∈Bε1(Φ)
Dmax
(
Φ′RBC
∥∥∥Φ′RB ⊗ σC) −Dε42H (∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC)) + 2 log
(
2
ε1 · ε22
)
,
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1. An achievability result in the asymptotic and i.i.d. setting
We show an achievability result assuming the following properties in the resource theory.
• P. 1: Fix a register C. For every free state σC ∈ F , it holds that ∆C(σC) = σC.
• P. 2: Fix a register C. For quantum states ρC, ρ′C, it holds that
Tr(ρC log∆C(ρ
′
C)) = Tr(∆C(ρC) log∆C(ρ
′
C)).
The following theorem holds.
Theorem 5. Fix ε, δ ∈ (0, 1) and σC ∈ F . There exists a large enough n such that there exists a (n(QC + δ), ε) quantum state
redistribution protocol for the quantum state |Φ〉〈Φ|⊗n
RABC
, if
QC ≥ D(ΦRBC‖ΦRB ⊗ σC) −D(∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC))
= I(R : C|B)Φ +D(ΦBC‖∆BC(ΦBC)) −D(ΦB‖∆B(ΦB)) .
Proof. We first show the inequality. Using Corollary 1, there exists a (m, ε) quantum state redistribution protocol for
the state |Φ〉⊗n
RACB
for any m that satisfies
m ≥ inf
Φ′∈Bε/5(Φ⊗n)
Dmax
(
Φ′RnBnCn
∥∥∥Φ′RnBn ⊗ σCn)
− Dε4/54
H
(
∆BC(ΦBC)
⊗n‖∆B(ΦB)⊗n ⊗ ∆C(σC)⊗n) + 2 log (250
ε3
)
,
where we have used the property that ∆BnCn = ∆
⊗n
BC
. From [55, Lemma 3],
inf
Φ′∈Bε/5(Φ⊗n)
Dmax
(
Φ′RnBnCn
∥∥∥Φ′RnBn ⊗ σCn) ≤ Dε/10max (Φ⊗nRBC∥∥∥Φ⊗nRB ⊗ σ⊗nC ) + log 300ε2 .
Thus, it suffices to have
m ≥ Dε/10max
(
Φ⊗nRBC
∥∥∥Φ⊗nRB ⊗ σ⊗nC )
− Dε4/54
H
(
∆BC(ΦBC)
⊗n‖∆B(ΦB)⊗n ⊗ ∆C(σC)⊗n) + 8 log (10
ε
)
.
Using Facts 8 and 9, we conclude that it suffices to have
m ≥ n
D(ΦRBC‖ΦRB ⊗ σC) −D(∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC)) + O

√
log 1ε
n

 .
Letting n large enough such that δ ≥ O
(√
log 1ε
n
)
, the inequality follows.
For the equality, consider,
D(ΦRBC‖ΦRB ⊗ σC) −D(∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC))
= D(ΦRBC‖ΦRB ⊗ σC) −D(ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC) +D(ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC) −D(∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC))
= D(ΦRBC‖ΦRB ⊗ΦC) −D(ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ΦC) +D(ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC) −D(∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC))
= I(R : C|B)Φ +D(ΦBC‖ΦB ⊗ σC) −D(∆BC(ΦBC)‖∆B(ΦB) ⊗ ∆C(σC))
= I(R : C|B)Φ +D(ΦBC‖∆BC(ΦBC)) −D(ΦB‖∆B(ΦB)) (using property P. 2)
− TrΦC log σC + Tr∆C(ΦC) log∆C(σC)
= I(R : C|B)Φ +D(ΦBC‖∆BC(ΦBC)) −D(ΦB‖∆B(ΦB)) . (since σC = ∆(σC), using property P. 1)

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2. A converse bound in the asymptotic and i.i.d. setting
We show some converse results for the task of quantum state redistribution. We assume the following properties
for the strategy followed by Alice and Bob, which are satisfied in our achievabiliy result in Theorem 5.
• P. 3: Alice communicates classical messages to Bob, with the classical basis chosen such that the message ωM
satisfies ∆M(ωM) = ωM.
• P. 4: Bob’s decoding mapD (see Definition 2) is such that for every quantum state τMBEB , there exists a quantum
state τ′
BCTB
such thatD(∆MBEB(τMBEB)) = ∆BCTB(τ′BCTB)
Property P. 3 is without loss of generality up to a factor of 2, as for a quantum message M sent from Alice to Bob,
they can apply the port-based teleportation scheme [17, 18] to communicate classical message of 2 log |M|+ log 1δwith
a small increase in error by δ. Property P. 4 says that Bob’s decoding operation takes ‘diagonal states’ to ’diagonal
states’ in the basis defined by ∆. Since ∆ is the dephasing map in the resource theory of coherence, the decoding
operation takes diagonal states to diagonal states. Thus, all free operations are included in Bob’s set of decoding
operations that satisfy P. 4.
We define following quantity (that is necessary for the application of Fact 13).
CR(F ) def= max
n>0
1
n
min
τRn
‖ log∆Rn(τRn)‖∞.
It is finite for the resource theory of coherence, as
1
n
min
τRn
‖ log∆Rn(τRn)‖∞ = 1
n
‖ log IRn|R|n ‖∞ = log |R|.
We have the following result.
Theorem 6 (Converse). Fix ε ∈ (0, 1). For each n ≥ 1, let there be a (QC(n, ε), ε) quantum state redistribution protocol for
the quantum state |Φ〉〈Φ|⊗n
RABC
. It holds that
lim
ε→0
lim
n→∞
QC(n, ε)
n
≥ I(R : C|B)Φ +D(ΦBC‖∆BC(ΦBC)) −D(ΦB‖∆B(ΦB)) .
Proof. Fix n ≥ 1. Consider a (QC(n, ε), ε) quantum state redistribution protocol for the quantum state |Φ〉〈Φ|⊗nRABC. Let
EB be the register holding Bob’s entanglement θEB ∈ F and M be the register holding Alice’s message. Let ωRnBnMEB
be the quantum state on the registers of Bob and Reference after Alice’s message. It holds that ωRnBnEB = Φ
⊗n
RB
⊗ θEB .
Consider
D
(
ωRnBnMEB
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗ (∆B(ΦB))⊗n ⊗ ωM ⊗ θEB)
= D
(
ωRnBnMEB
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗Φ⊗nB ⊗ θEB ⊗ ωM) +D(Φ⊗nB ∥∥∥(∆B(ΦB))⊗n)
= D
(
ωRnBnMEB
∥∥∥Φ⊗nRB ⊗ θEB ⊗ ωM) +D(Φ⊗nB ∥∥∥(∆B(ΦB))⊗n) + nI(R : B)Φ
= D
(
ωRnBnMEB
∥∥∥ωRnBnEB ⊗ ωM) + nD(ΦB‖∆B(ΦB)) + nI(R : B)Φ
= I(RnBnEB : M)ω + nD(ΦB‖∆B(ΦB)) + nI(R : B)Φ
≤ log |M| + nD(ΦB‖∆B(ΦB)) + nI(R : B)Φ .
The last inequality holds since Alice’s sends cobits, as a result of which the quantum state in registers RnBnEBM is
classical-quantum withM beng classical. Let Bob apply a quantum mapK : L(BnMEB)→ L(BnCn), such thatK ∈ G
and (IRn ⊗ K )(ωRnBnMEB) = Φ′RnBnCn , where Φ′RnBnCn ∈ Bε
(
Φ⊗n
RBC
)
and Φ′
Rn
= Φ⊗n
R
. Since ωM = ∆M(ωM), θEB = ∆EB (θEB)
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(Properties P. 1, P. 3) we have,
D
(
ωRnBnMEB
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗ (∆B(ΦB))⊗n ⊗ ωM ⊗ θEB)
≥ D
(
Φ′RnBnCnTB
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗K ((∆B(ΦB))⊗n ⊗ ωM ⊗ θEB))
= D
(
Φ′RnBnCn
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗Φ′BnCn) +D(Φ′BnCn∥∥∥K ((∆B(ΦB))⊗n ⊗ ωM ⊗ θEB))
≥ D
(
Φ′RnBnCn
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗Φ′BnCn) + infσBnCn D
(
Φ′BnCn
∥∥∥∆BnCn(σBnCn)) (Property P. 4)
= I(Rn : BnCn)Φ′ + inf
σBnCn
D
(
Φ′BnCn
∥∥∥∆BnCn(σBnCn)) (as Φ′Rn = Φ⊗nR )
≥ nI(R : BC)Φ + inf
σBnCn
D(ΦBnCn‖∆BnCn(σBnCn )) − (5 + CBC(F ))nε log |RBC| (Facts 12 and 13)
≥ nI(R : BC)Φ + nD(ΦBC‖∆BC(ΦBC)) − (5 + CBC(F ))nε log |RBC|.
Combining, we obtain,
log |M| ≥ nI(R : C|B)Φ + nD(ΦBC‖∆BC(ΦBC)) − nD(ΦB‖∆B(ΦB)) − (5 + CBC(F ))nε log |RBC|.
Dividing by n and taking ε→ 0, the proof concludes. 
3. Implication for quantum communication in the resource theory of coherence
It can be verified that the resource theory of coherence satisfies the properties P.1 to P.4 mentioned earlier with
∆ being the dephasing map. Thus, we can apply Theorems 5 and 6 along with the fact that superdense coding is
achievable via free operations in coherence theory, to conclude the following.
Theorem 7. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1). There exists a large enough n such that there exists a quantum state redistribution protocol for the
quantum state |Φ〉〈Φ|⊗n
RABC
with quantum communication cost Q(n, ε) and error ε (in purified distance), if
lim
n→∞
1
n
Q(n, ε) ≥ 1
2
(I(R : C|B)Φ +D(ΦBC‖∆BC(ΦBC)) −D(ΦB‖∆B(ΦB))) .
Furthermore, let Q(n, ε) be the quantum communication cost of any protocol achieving the quantum state redistribution of
|Φ〉〈Φ|⊗n
RABC
with error ε (in purified distance). Then it holds that
lim
ε→0
lim
n→∞
1
n
Q(n, ε) ≥ 1
2
(I(R : C|B)Φ +D(ΦBC‖∆BC(ΦBC)) −D(ΦB‖∆B(ΦB))) .
Appendix E: Quantum state splitting in a large class of resource theories
Quantum state splitting is a subtask of quantum state redistribution (Definition 2), where the register B is absent.
Formally, it is defined as follows.
Definition 4 (Quantum state splitting). Fix an ε ∈ (0, 1). Consider the state |Φ〉RAC and let Alice (EA) and Bob (EB) preshare
an entangled state |θ〉EAEB such that θEB ∈ F . An (m, ǫ)-quantum state redistribution protocol consists of
• Alice’s encoding isometry E : L(ACEA)→ L(AMTA), and
• Bob’s decoding mapD : L(MEB)→ L(CTB) such thatD ∈ G.
Let the final state be
Φ′RACTATB
def
= D ◦ E(ΦRAC ⊗ θEAEB).
There exists a state σTATB such that
P(Φ′RACTATB ,ΦRAC ⊗ σTATB) ≤ ε.
The number of cobits communicated is m = log |M|.
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Similar to Theorem 5, we can show the following theorem for a large class of resource theories that allow swap
operation as a free operation. Some examples include the resource theories of coherence, therodynamics, purity,
non-uniformity and asymmetry, as discussed in [60]. We note that our result now holds even for resource theories
that do not contain a collapsing map (Definition 3), as Bob’s operation simply involves performing a swap operation.
Theorem 8. Fix ε, δ ∈ (0, 1) and σC ∈ F . There exists a large enough n such that there exists a (n(QC + δ), ε) quantum state
splitting protocol for the quantum state |Φ〉〈Φ|⊗n
RAC
, if
QC ≥ lim
n→∞
1
n
inf
σCn
D
(
Φ⊗nRC
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗ σCn)
= I(R : C)Φ + lim
n→∞
1
n
D
(
Φ⊗nC
∥∥∥σCn) .
Amatching converse is shown below, assuming that Alice’s message belongs to F , which closely follows the proof
of Theorem 6.
Theorem 9. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1). For each n ≥ 1, let there be a (QC(n, ε), ε) quantum state splitting protocol for the quantum state
|Φ〉〈Φ|⊗n
RAC
. It holds that
lim
ε→0
lim
n→∞
QC(n, ε)
n
≥ I(R : C)Φ + lim
n→∞
1
n
inf
σCn∈F
D
(
Φ⊗nC
∥∥∥σCn) .
Proof. Fix n ≥ 1. Consider a (QC(n, ε), ε) quantum state splitting protocol for the quantum state |Φ〉〈Φ|⊗nRAC. Let EB be
the register holding Bob’s entanglement θEB ∈ F and M be the register holding Alice’s message. Let ωRnMEB be the
quantum state on the registers of Bob and Reference after Alice’s message. It holds that ωRnEB = Φ
⊗n
R
⊗ θEB . Let Bob
apply a quantum mapK : L(MEB)→ L(Cn), such thatK ∈ G and (IRn ⊗K )(ωRnMEB) = Φ′RnCn , where Φ′RnCn ∈ Bε
(
Φ⊗n
RC
)
and Φ′
Rn
= Φ⊗n
R
. Since ωM ∈ F , θEB ∈ F , we have,
log |M| ≥ D
(
ωRnMEB
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗ ωM ⊗ θEB)
≥ D
(
Φ′RnCnTB
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗K (ωM ⊗ θEB))
= D
(
Φ′RnCn
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗Φ′Cn) +D(Φ′Cn∥∥∥K (ωM ⊗ θEB))
≥ D
(
Φ′RnCn
∥∥∥Φ⊗nR ⊗Φ′Cn) + inf
σCn∈F
D
(
Φ′Cn
∥∥∥σBnCn)
= I(Rn : Cn)Φ′ + inf
σCn∈F
D
(
Φ′Cn
∥∥∥σCn) (as Φ′Rn = Φ⊗nR )
≥ nI(R : C)Φ + inf
σCn∈F
D(ΦCn‖σCn) − (5 + CBC(F ))nε log |RBC| (Facts 12 and 13)
Combining, we obtain,
log |M| ≥ nI(R : C)Φ + inf
σCn∈F
D(ΦCn‖σCn) − (5 + CBC(F ))nε log |RBC|.
Dividing by n and taking ε→ 0, the proof concludes. 
